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Love island game season 2 day 4 gary

Days 4 and 5 of the second season are now available in the app! Thank you/flygirlpersona for my attention. The survey of these episodes can be found here and the results here. Page 2 Where is my Bobby Stan ?!!! Make some noise Queen of Boops!!!! We all know Bobby, my darling my honey my love so sweet. I know



the game was fixed for you to land with him. Bobby is like a new movie and it's like someone who spoiled your story because you know this game is going to run around in circles with Bobby. It's not less interesting? But how do you make it more interesting and make a good love story with your character? Let's find out.
Spoiler Alert: I choose Bobby.But hees an interesting part. I choose Noah and make Bobby my second option. Noah may not have come up with the guys who are flimsy to me, but there is still an option for Noah, so I did. Obviously Hope Noah will steal from me and after all the girls choose their couples, me and Bobby
are the lonely hearts and will start with a friendship couple. What is a great love story? A love story that began with friendship. This will test our relationship and that's how I want to play my character: to be like Bobby. Bobby is everyone's buddy and he's a cutest guy. If I build my character like Bobby, we will both be the
most popular person in the villa and we will be one of the strongest couples, even though we have started in our relationship with Lowkey. Bobby is here to play the game, so I should play mine too. Immediately after pairing, there is an option that requires gemstones. I choose this to know Bobby more. Bobby has been
burned in the past, so he wants loyalty. He wants a girl who has nothing against being the focus of attention and being completely self-confident with herself. Bobby's character is not a jealous guy. He wants his girl to be liked by everyone and clearly he knows that despite all the boys he chooses his girl. Bobby is not a
confident guy, he is a shy guy, so bless him. Seeing his girl being loved, loved and fantasized by all increases itself because the hottest girl in town was with him. But it doesn't end up there. Bobby's character will always try to test my loyalty. Here comes the truth or game game! I choose Dare and I need to send a selfie
photo to the hottest guy in the villa and clearly I sent it to Bobby. He loved it. Now I think he will be enlightened that Im a faithful girl to his partner. So when it takes his turn to play, he chooses Dare and he has to kiss the girl he most flimsy. And he chooses me. I got full snog on this kiss. Counted as the very first kiss with
Bobby.The fun hears On. The 11th islander: Priya came into the picture. It's not everyone's threat! All the girls are careful, but when I played my character with her, I wanted to be the beautiful one. Why? Again, because I want to be just like Bobby. I should also be everyone's buddy. There's a girl code: I wanted to play it
safely without disappointing Lottie. I support Lottie's by also nice with Priya. Lottie is threatened here with Priya and doesn't like the fact that she will be in danger. But my MC, will always want to play it cool by supporting Lottie's vision on Girl Code.So of course Bobby was amazed by Priya. Yes, he raves about the right.
Since we are still in the friendship couple, it is okay for him to graft and meet Priya as well. The night before Priya came in, we went to a private chat, he wants to know where my heads are. So I told him we should give this a shot and be friends now and try to hit everyone! He agrees with what is okay for me, and we
have a mutual understanding of it. At this point, my character will not be guilty if she tries to transplant with someone. My figure won't put all her eggs on one basket. Were loyal, but we need to keep our options open. I know that there will be an incredible twist in action here. Priya will be coupled with our guys. Since Im
the MC here, I feel like he's going to vote for Bobby. I played it cool. Reverse Psychology People! In this way, even if she was coupled with Bobby, she won't take a step because I was really nice to her. I know that she will also give back the favour. And it turned out: I WAS RIGHT!!! She eventually chose Bobby and left
me single. Since my character was really nice to her, she is pretty sad about it and told her that it is still early and that she has to choose someone. And I was also straight from the fact that beautiful to Priya's character, rather than a cow turned good results. When I spent the night on the daybeds with Lottie, she washed
the dirt over Bobby and Priya. But you have to pay a jewel, and I choose that. Lottie told me that they only did Nada and held it PG that night, I was relieved. It's a good endgame for me on Priya. The only girl I won't understand is Hope. There are long-term consequences for the time when I choose Noah, so that exactly
implies. I know some of you may be best friends with Hope, but I just don't like the character she's trying to draw. And I think she's the one to look out for. To make the game more interesting, I played my character as one of Hopes' possible opponents. So back to Bobby: It won't be long before we're separated. So I'm
grafting on my character. I build it the way I wanted it. Since I didn't put all my eggs on one basket at the beginning, this is a chance to hit everyone! I grafted on Bobby and Noah and the first night I was single. I cracked so hard when Hope called me a snake in the grass. It was really effective because Noah is one of my
potential guys with whom I wanted to couple. I graft on Bobby, Priya understands. She said she wasn't jealous of the fact that im was flirting with the man he stole from me. Good game plan. I know Bobby's character will choose me the next time I'm reunited. I feel like Bobby was starting to play his games as well. He
even admitted that he flirted with Priya because she was really in him. I begin to that he wants my character to become jealous. Again, Bobby is not a confident guy. So if he knows that someone is really in him, he wants the attention. It will touch his fragile ego. He also knows that I like Noah at this stage of the game, I
know he has a plan to be back. I see my character having hidden agendas and I think Bobby also has that kind of aura. I know he made sure Priya chose him and it's a mission that's accomplished for Bobby. Knowing that he was only my second option, I think Priya's situation was just a revenge or a stage plan to make
me jealous and he wants to know if my character will decide to be with him. It was really suspicious that he knows Priya will vote for him, and if that happens, will we still get our chance? Like, boy, if you don't want Priya to choose then stop giving hints and stop flirting with her properly? It really hurts him that I wasn't
really affected by the fact that he was coupled with Priya. Anything can happen and sad face thrown in my face. Like woah, I play my games even more. Bobby is not sedentary to me. And still have doubts about our team during these days. He is aware of his potential competition. All the guys in the villa have an eye on
my character. Even the New Islanders: Lucas, Henrik and Jakub. He even admitted that he was overwhelmed by the fact that I was so out there and loud. I think he's intimidated, so he spends more time with the guys or Priya, Lottie and Marisol. The only thing I spend my time with Bobby is when there's a challenge or
appointment or we need to sleep. What's the scariest part? He doesn't spend his time with Hope's character. The only thing I remember is when he made names for Noah and Hope and he called her NOPE. This is before the boy is reunited. He obviously casts shadows on Hope. But, Hope just smiled as if it was normal,
because Bobby is the guy comedian and jokes a lot. Now here's my theory: Bobby loves me and will do everything for it. And he doesn't want anyone to hate me. The goal is to become the most popular girl in the villa and no one should be in the middle of it. He knows what the tea is on Hope and Noah, doesn't he?
There's a beef between me and hope because of Noah. Bobby was an ally. He was involved in Operation Nope. Anyone who is against me, or against our relationship, I think Bobby's game plan was to get rid of them. NOPE was founded because of Bobby. He encourages to talk to everyone. That's why he spends so
much time with the boys and the girls I was friends with. Especially Lottie, Priya, Gary and Ibrahim. Marisol has World, no matter what decisions we make, it will support them. Noah is a potential contest for Bobby. Ibrahim knows that no one will turn Noah's head, except me. Perhaps Rahim said the same to Bobby when
they spoke. Lottie is also not a fan of Hope. During the truth or dare game she is happy that she will upset power. Lottie is bestfriend here, Im sure I got them back. Maybe they even talked about it when she's with Bobby. How clearly they pissed with hope to be mean and over the top. Bobby is the one who wants to fix
everything according to his plan. Everything is on the list. Even when we had planned an appointment, it was really detailed. Bobby knows what's going to happen, and he gets annoyed when things aren't according to his plan. Bobby is like a serial killer in the villa. When Operation Nope started, he wanted me to soak
up. He was glad that I was in the plan to get rid of and destroy the relationship of Noah and Hopes. If you repeat the game and reject this plan and say you're not interested, Bobby will be so upset. He wasn't even grateful that you're not going to plan to transplant on Noah and decides to be upset with you, actually.
Bobby is trying to prove something here. If he destroys the relationship between Noah and Hope, this strong couple will be devastated. The ideal spirit of Bobby is that he will always win the game. If you come on the day of the birth of babies, the boys will go for a beach day. When they returned, Gary was upset with
Bobby because he was destroying Gary's sandcastle. Noah said it was the biggest sandcastle he'd ever seen, but had no chance of taking a good photo because Bobby stepped on it. Bobby doesn't want competition. Gary? Well, Gary... Heimlich fancies me and Bobby knows this. Bobby always wants to rule as king
when they play role-playing games. Spooky? Yes.It's easy. Bobby has resentment and doesn't want anyone to come in the middle of the road. Like his role-playing games, he decides to rule it with his Queen of Boops. Bobby will only realize how much he means to me when I am thrown at Casa Amor. He was nowhere
to be found, even in the video was broadcast in Casa. He gets into His fear. Because he cannot control what is happening in Casa Amor. He spent thinking and realizing everything when my character was gone for a few days. So if you decide to stay true, Bobby will somehow get his feelings real and raw. Finishing the
game with Bobby was also worth it. Worth the fight and the value of the drama. That's why he's the SECRET PLAYER ON THE VILLA. Villa.
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